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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Few arts organizations in the Philadelphia region have had more long term 
successes than the Association for Public Art (formally the Fairmount Park Arts 
Association) and the Mural Arts Program.  Their stamina, innovation and strategic 
thinking have given them a place on the world stage and helped to position 
Philadelphia as an exceptional place for arts and culture.  They both come to their 
work from very different points of reference and produce works of public art with 
vastly different and distinct aesthetic qualities.   
This comparative case study examines the Association for Public Art and 
the Mural Arts Program through the lens of two projects, Open Air and Philly 
Painting using the framework of intent, context and content.  The goal is to 
understand the organization‘s motivations, objectives, goals and what, if any 
similarities and/or differences are present in the work they develop how it is 
conceived and how they present it. 
 These two projects that ultimately reflect the two organizations have 
fundamental differences particularly when considering their intentions.  However, 
both share several similarities in the areas of context and content.  Similarities 
found include the projects temporality, collaboration, commission process and the 
participatory nature of the works themselves.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This comparative case study documents the varied methods of planning, 
implementation, partnerships, aesthetics, challenges, evaluation and innovation 
that takes place between two distinctive public art entities in the city of 
Philadelphia.  These two organizations have strong, resilient and deep roots in the 
city, two organizations that have a presence that permeates to the far corners of 
Philadelphia and beyond.  They do not collaborate with one another.  They have 
unique and varied strategies for achieving their goals.  Their challenges are plenty 
and they compete in a city rich with public art traditions and saturation. 
Over the decades, they have both had countless successes, presented 
celebrated works of innovative public art, engaged in deep and meaningful ways 
with the communities in which they are active and have become internationally 
renowned.  Both have become model organizations in the field of public art, 
provided counseling and best practices for projects, programs, and organizations 
around the world.  Their path to the present has been distinctive, their goals are 
unique and they are so different from each other in their planning and engagement 
processes.  However, when viewed through the lens of a particular project and 
under the framework of intent, context and content they have a remarkable 
amount of similarity.  This study will peer into each organization through the 
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details of a particular public art project to understand the underlying intentions, 
motivations, reasons, and outcomes associated with that work.  
In this paper, I will focus on the Association for Public Arts temporary art 
installation on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway Open Air and the Mural Arts 
Programs economic and community development initiative Philly Painting.  The 
focus on these two different projects will highlight the varying techniques and 
unique challenges these organizations use and experience when presenting works 
to the public thus demonstrating that though fragmented and thoroughly saturated, 
Philadelphia's public art sector is indeed innovating and has a great deal of 
success. 
This comparative case study examines books, scholarly articles, news 
articles, web content, videos and interviews.  Research areas include the history of 
public art in Philadelphia, the history of the Mural Arts Program and the 
Association for Public Art and inquiries into the projects Philly Painting and 
Open Air.  The study will focus on the intent, content and context of each project 
and will be supplemented with interviews with key stakeholders in each project.   
This study is intended to shed light on two distinctive, veteran public art 
organizations in the city of Philadelphia and the unique strategies by which they 
plan, fund and develop public works with the belief that both Mural Arts Program 
and the Association for Public Art are important pillars in the city despite the 
different approach they have to reach their goals.  It will explore the tactics 
employed by each organization to execute a target project, including but not 
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limited to planning, short term goals, long term goals, artists, project description, 
challenges, impact and outcome.   
The study will not reach areas outside the two stated organizations, the 
defined projects and their context within the city of Philadelphia.  The city of 
Philadelphia, the Mural Arts Program and the Association for Public Art have 
been chosen because of their accessibility to the writer and the historical nature of 
their relationship in the city.  The projects Philly Painting and Open Air have 
been chosen because of their similarities as large scale, innovative, audacious and 
challenging endeavors that have both taken place in the recent past.  
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CHAPTER ONE – HISTORY OF PUBLIC ART IN PHILADELPHIA 
 
 
In the early days of Pennsylvania, founding Quaker beliefs were rooted in 
living a life of simplicity and were therefore short on visual expression; the first 
settlers were denied such extravagant luxuries as art and craft.  As such, these 
settlers lacked any tradition of public art, notes Penny Balkin Bach, Executive 
Director of the Association of Public Art, in her introduction to the book Public 
Art in Philadelphia.
1
   
As the city grew and prospered over the years, certain people grew 
wealthier with greater amounts of disposable income.  The rich sought new ways 
to indulge the pleasures of the world.  Some of those new extravagancies included 
commissioning ornamental objects, woodwork, furniture and crafts for their 
homes and estates.  While the trades and crafts were profitable for these early 
American artisans, fine art was still left to foreign artists who were trained in the 
traditions and philosophies of the European styles.
2
  
Over the years, Philadelphia welcomed more and more immigrants into 
the city.  By the 18
th
 Century, the European influence of family portraiture 
became very prominent in the city, employing many local artists and craftsman to 
                                               
1
 Penny Balkin Bach, Public Art in Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 
1992), 17. 
2
 Ibid., 20. 
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paint these family snapshots.
3
  With the end of the Revolutionary War, 
Philadelphia became the first capital of the United States and citizens found that 
artistic expression was a particularly helpful way to declare their American 
identity: ―In 1783 Congress announced a decision to commission an equestrian 
statue of George Washington, and European artists trained in the classical 
traditions came to America in search of this and other opportunities.‖4 
Additionally, 1792 marked the first public monument installed in Philadelphia.  
Scultped by artist Fancisco Lazzarini, the marble figure of Benjamin Franklin was 
installed at The Library Company‘s Building at 5th Street between Chestnut and 
Walnut.
5
 
The Lazzarini piece was commissioned by a wealthy lawyer, William 
Bringham, and was the first commission of a public work by a private donor, a 
tradition that would live on in Philadelphia for years to come.
6
  In fact, 
Philadelphia‘s art history is riddled with firsts.  In the mid-1780‘s, a man named 
Charles Willson Peale opened the ―nation‘s first museum‖ and ―displayed to 
Philadelphia‘s public unusual and bizarre specimens of natural science as well as 
provocative works of art.‖7  
The city‘s public water system was expanded from a cramped center city 
location to a plot of five acres along the Schuylkill River in 1812.  Through 
thoughtful strategic planning initiatives, the water system was accompanied by 
elaborate walkways, public sculptures and manicured lawns.  The Fairmount 
                                               
3
 Ibid., 21. 
4
 Ibid., 21. 
5
 Ibid., 21. 
6
 Ibid., 22. 
7
 Ibid., 22. 
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Waterworks, as it was later named, would quickly become the top tourist 
attraction in all of Philadelphia.
8
  An outward critic of American culture, Charles 
Dickens, was even quoted as saying ―the water works at Fairmount were no less 
ornamental than useful.‖9  It was this type of strategic planning that incorporated 
green space, sculpture and function that seeped into the city as a whole.  The 
Waterworks would later become the anchor of Fairmount Park, a park that was 
officially founded in 1867 and is still one of the largest municipal parks in the 
world. 
10
  
In 1871 two Philadelphians devised the Fairmount Park Art Association 
(FPAA) with the belief that ―noble and uplifting works of art would counter the 
efforts of the machine age,‖11 they convinced thirteen others predominant 
individuals to act as trustees and for Anthony J. Drexel to be president.  One year 
later the organization was made official and FPAA become the country's first ever 
private non-profit arts organization.
12
  
By the late 19th Century, the US had overcome some undeniably difficult 
times, including a presidential assassination, the Civil War and unbelievable 
financial hardships.  As the center of U.S. democracy was relocated from 
Philadelphia to Washington D.C. and New York was beginning to be seen as the 
financial capital, Bach explains, ―It was through the promotion of arts and culture 
that the city would eventually regain its status as a center of American 
                                               
8
 Ibid., 30. 
9
 Ibid., 30. 
10
 Ibid., 41. 
11
 Ibid., 43. 
12
 Ibid., 43. 
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enterprise.‖13  It was at that time that Philadelphia was selected to host the 
nation‘s Centennial Exposition, which would elevate Philadelphia onto the world 
stage once again.  It was recorded that between May 10, 1876 and November 10, 
1876 roughly 10 million visited the exhibitions, which was at the time over 12 
times the city‘s population.14  
The Centennial brought Philadelphia into the spotlight where art and 
industry converged.  It was there that the ideas of British design reformer William 
Morris were illuminated and adopted by Philadelphians.
15
  Morris believed ―I do 
not want art for a few, any more than education for a few, or freedom for a few.‖16  
This sentiment resonated with American democratic sensibilities and particularly 
with Philadelphians who identified with living in the birthplace of democracy.  
This was a movement that was to bring beauty into everyday life.
17
 
Philadelphia‘s City Hall, which was completed in 1901, was an example 
of Morris‘s sensibilities and was considered the first large-scale collaboration 
between artist and architect.
18
  Additionally, when it was originally planned, it 
was slated to be the tallest building in the world.  By the time of its completion 
however, it had been eclipsed by the Washington Monument and the Eiffel 
Tower.
19
  It should also be noted that Philadelphia‘s City Hall is still recognized 
today as the tallest masonry-bearing building in the world, is one of the largest 
                                               
13
 Ibid., 51. 
14
 Ibid., 51. 
15
 Ibid., 71. 
16
 Ibid., 71. 
17
 Ibid., 71. 
18
 Ibid., 109. 
19
 Ibid., 109. 
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municipal buildings in the world and is home to more than 250 sculptural works.
20
  
A true reflection of Morris‘s sentiments, a large municipal building which was a 
true collaboration between artist and architect adorned internally and externally 
with hundreds of sculptures bringing art to the many.   
In 1904, Frederick Crowninsield, the president of the Fine Arts Federation 
of New York told a group of Philadelphians that ―New Yorkers had always 
looked upon Philadelphia as the ‗Mecca of Art‘.  It was very difficult to get 
anything done in New York because it lacked public spirit.‖21  It is true that the 
dedications of public works during this time were elaborate affairs and a source of 
pubic pride for Philadelphians.  They often included parades, banners, music and 
speech‘s made by prominent city officials.22   
The early 20th century was a time of artistic experimentation in Europe 
and the United States, however, due to logistical factors associated with sculpture, 
the public art medium of choice, it was difficult for artists to modernize their 
work and for patrons to accept and financially support such artistic exploration 
and innovation.  Sculpture was much more costly than other art forms; it was took 
more time, was more labor intensive, it was large, heavy and difficult to transport 
and was considerably more expensive.  Because of the cost, public sculpture was 
dependent on wealthy donors or costly public commissions by agencies who held 
sway over content.  Because of these factors and because public art 
                                               
20
 Ibid., 202. 
21
 Ibid., 77. 
22
 Ibid., 70. 
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communicated to a conservative public, monumental sculpture continued to focus 
on figurative and narrative subjects.
23
   
It was also a time for the city to inject some additional strategic thinking 
into its long time dedication to public works of art.  In 1911, then Philadelphia 
Mayor John E. Reyburn, by the insistence of FPAA, convened the Municipal Art 
Jury.
24
  A body whose purpose was to oversee the cities city owned works or art, 
artistic acquisitions, buildings constructed with public funds, examination of city 
owned monuments and any other works of art.
25
  It was the forerunner of the 
Philadelphia Art Commission that was ultimately written into Philadelphia‘s 
home rule charter. 
In the mid-20
th
 Century the FPAA hosted three Sculpture Internationals.  
The Internationals were made possible because wealthy patron Ellen Phillips 
Samuel left her estate in trust with the FPAA to create a series of three sculptures 
along the Schuylkill River.
26
  Samuel wanted for the commissions to be a 
representation of American life but asked that the call for artists be an 
international one.  FPAA decided that the best way to hold an international 
competition would be to bring the works to Philadelphia, and thus the Sculpture 
Internationals were born.
27
   
During May of 1933 the first exhibition of the Sculpture International 
opened.  One hundred and five artists from around the world entered over 364 
works of art for consideration.  Because of its eclectic combination of styles, the 
                                               
23
 Ibid., 87. 
24
 Ibid., 123. 
25
 Ibid., 123. 
26
 Ibid., 94. 
27
 Ibid., 95. 
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first International was deemed by the national press as ―the most significant 
American sculpture exhibition in the century.‖28  Then, in the summer of 1940, 
the second Sculpture International was held.  Due to the Second World War, 
attendance and press was significantly lower, and many foreign works were on 
loan from American institutions since they couldn‘t be secured through 
international channels.
29
  
Lastly, in 1949 the final International was held.  Although there were only 
252 works on display, about 100 fewer than the first International, this show was 
deemed ―the worlds biggest sculpture show‖ by the national press.  More than 
250,000 visitors walked the exhibition.
30
  
By the mid-20th century, American cities, in the wake of World War II,  
began to succumb to an epidemic that can be blamed squarely on the power of the 
‗American Dream‘.  This dream consisted of owning a home and a car, and living 
behind a white picket fence in the suburbs.  The white middle class, who had the 
means necessary to make such a move, left their urban lives in in great numbers, 
in search of that dream.  In the 1950‘s the population of the suburbs increased by 
45% according to Tom Finkelpearl, author of Dialogues in Public Art.
31
  People 
got off the city street and into their car.  Highways were built, segregating 
neighborhoods and displacing its residents.  Developers like the Levitt brothers 
build cookie cutter homes across Long Island and Philadelphia where, sanctioned 
                                               
28
 Ibid., 95. 
29
 Ibid., 97. 
30
 Ibid., 99. 
31
 Tom Finkelpearl, Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Press, 2001), 5. 
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by the Federal Housing Administration, African Americans were not welcome.
32
  
Thus trend further segregated white from black.  And as feminist critics have 
noted ―the social and physical architecture of the suburbs created a prescribed role 
for women‖ based in domesticity and further segregating the roles of men from 
women.
33
 
Segregation of a more conceptual variety was an essential principle of 
Modernism too, a public art and architectural trend popular of that time.  In 
Modernist design and architecture, the buildings were segregated from one 
another.  Large spaces existed between modernist buildings; the intention was to 
provide a sense of airiness.  Housing was segregated from the workplace, green 
space and pedestrian outlets were segregated from home and work.
34
  Cities 
became bleak urban landscapes where buildings were surrounded by large empty 
plazas.  Plazas that were designed to be beautiful open spaces that would air out 
an overly claustrophobic cityscape, failed at providing the sense of place they 
eagerly aspired to.   
During the 1940‘s and 1950‘s millions of African Americans relocated to 
the North from the South as they escaped Jim Crow laws and sought better paying 
jobs.
35
 Noting the white flight of many urban areas, city leaders sought ‗urban 
renewal‘ projects to clean up and modernize cities.36  In seeking out renewal, 
however, cities focused on demolition, particularly in lower income 
neighborhoods.  Finkelpearl writes ―between 1949 and 1968, 300,000 more units 
                                               
32 Ibid., 6. 
33
 Ibid., 6. 
34
 Ibid., 8. 
35 Ibid., 8. 
36
 Ibid., 11. 
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of low-income housing were demolished for redevelopment than were built‖.37  
The units that were re-built, high-rise projects, were mostly modernist 
monstrosities.   
In Philadelphia, the public sprit and cultural interests of the citizens of 
Philadelphia of the 19
th
 century re-surfaced in 1959 with the nation‘s first 
―Percent for Art‖.  Called the ―Aesthetic Ornamentation of City Structures‖ law, it 
called for up to 1% of all construction costs to be designated for ―art allocation‖.38  
Baltimore, San Francisco, Hawaii, and Seattle were quick to follow suite with 
Percent for Arts ordinances of their own.
39
  From then on, artists were again 
welcome at the table of urban planning and architecture, and art had a seat at the 
table on the forefront of urban regeneration once again.  
At first, pubic art was commissioned to fill the voids, or plazas, left by 
modernism was being created by the world‘s finest modernist artists.  Works by 
Pablo Picasso, Henry Moore, and Alexander Calder ornamented the city‘s empty 
plazas.  As Finkelpearl put it, ―the autonomous object moved outside of the 
protective walls into the city as museum‖.40   
Federal law was instituted with the passing of the General Services 
Administration‘s Art-in-Architecture (AiA) Program in 1963.  The AiA program 
allocated one half of one percent of all federal construction costs to purchase and 
                                               
37
 Ibid., 11. 
38
 Ibid., 20. 
39
 Cher Krause Knight, Public Art: Theory, Practice and Populism (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2008), 8. 
40
 Tom Finkelpearl Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Press, 2001), 21. 
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conserve works of art.  The program was meant to spread the idea that these 
public works were owned by the people, whether they liked it or not.
41
 
Unfortunately, the perception of many of the projects would later devolve 
into the creation of ―plop art‖ or art that was dropped into a site with no thought 
of place or community.  Artists were often involved in the process far too late, 
resulting in the feeling of an add-on to the site.  ―Many AiA artists had little effect 
upon their sites‘ overall design, often commissioned to formulate solutions 
compatible with an extant architectural conception‖.42  The result was in line with 
the high art etiquette of the time.  The idea that the art placed in these public 
spaces should be revered and appreciated with a degree of awe and those 
responsible for placing them there were experts, not to be questioned.  This is a 
mindset about public art which has, until recently, always prevailed.     
In 1967 the newly created National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) 
instituted the Art in Public Places Program (AiPP) to ―give the public access to 
the best art of our time outside of museum walls‖.43   
In Philadelphia in 1975, the NEA worked with the University of 
Pennsylvania to bring two large projects to its Philadelphia campus.  Like many 
of the public art works created in the 60‘s and 70‘s, Alexander Liberman‘s 
Covenant and Tony Smith‘s We Lost were geometric and minimal.  Thus entered 
a time in public art where narrative and representative traditions were replaced by 
abstraction and public opinion was replaced with an elite bias that, as Bach put it, 
                                               
41
 Cher Krause Knight, Public Art: Theory, Practice and Populism (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2008), 6. 
42
 Ibid., 8. 
43
 Tom Finkelpearl Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Press, 2001), 22. 
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―public art, like apple pie or prescription medicine, was intrinsically good for 
you‖.44  
In 1966 Jacques Lipchitz was commissioned to create Government of the 
People to be placed in the plaza of the new Municipal Services Building as part of 
Philadelphia‘s percent for art program.  Issues with the commission started as 
early as 1970 when the city realized that they would not have the funds to 
complete the project.  FPAA trustees quickly agreed to donate nearly $20,000 for 
the completion of the work.
45
  In 1972, after the city reviewed its financial 
standing it terminated the Government of the People noting that they would not be 
able to finance the project.  It was widely thought the newly elected Mayor Frank 
Rizzo terminated the project himself because he was afraid of the public reaction 
to it and personally disliked the style.
46
  Rizzo was quoted as saying openly ―I 
looked at it, and I tried to be fair,‖ but, ―it looked like some plasterers had 
dropped a load of plaster.‖47  By 1974, after Lipchitz‘s death, FPAA assumed the 
city contract and rededicated the work to celebrate family and democracy for the 
nation‘s 200th anniversary.  In 1975, when the base of the sculpture was 
constructed, FPAA was shocked when Mayor Rizzo asked for his name to be 
engraved on the pedestal.  FPAA refused.
48
   
During the 1960‘s, at the time of Modernisms slow demise, a new form of 
public art emerged: new genre public art.  As Suzanne Lacy notes in her essay 
Time in Place: New Genre Public Art a Decade Later, new genre public art, also 
                                               
44
 Penny Balkin Bach, Public Art in Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 
1992), 135. 
45
 Ibid., 141. 
46
 Ibid., 141. 
47
 Ibid., 141. 
48
 Ibid., 142. 
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known as ―dialogic art, civic art, community-based public art, engaged art, 
relational aesthetics, and art as community cultural development‖49 focuses less 
on introducing establishment artists and more on community collaboration, social 
engagement, and civic dialogue.
50
  ―New genre public art seeks to move beyond 
metaphorical investigations of social issues with the hopes of empowering often 
marginalized peoples‖.51 
In the 1970s, many factors seemed to align in favor of urban regeneration 
and the growth of new genre public art or community based public art.  
Communities began to oppose highway construction, gas prices rose, planners 
started to favor the redevelopment of existing architecture instead of tearing down 
cities treasures and city governments began to invest in public transportation.  
Both architecture and public art began to take on a utilitarian focus.  Miwon 
Kwon, contemporary art curator and educator, noted this as the second phase of 
public art, after ―plop art‖.  She states that it is ―the development of art as public 
spaces that could be entered, addressing the issues of accessibility on a physical 
level‖.52  
Philadelphia was right on track with this trend.  In 1971, the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art‘s Department of Urban Outreach/Department of Community 
Programs (DUO/DCP) was formed.  This department was dedicated to ―mobile 
arts programs, community education facilities, contemporary art events, 
                                               
49
 Suzanne Lacy, ―Time in Place: New Genre Public Art a Decade Later‖, in The Practice of 
Public Art, ed. Camerone Cartiere and Shelly Willis (New York: Routledge, 2008), 19. 
50
 Ibid.,19. 
51
 Cher Krause Knight, Public Art: Theory, Practice and Populism (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2008), 112. 
 
52
 Ibid., 109. 
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community-oriented exhibitions and environmental art projects.‖53  For a decade, 
the program worked to employ young people in art making while salvaging 
community space and commissioned temporary works of art for the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art and the Benjamin Franklin Parkway. 
Elsewhere, the 1980‘s were a time of national struggle for the artistic 
world and brought about political turmoil in the arts. Richard Serra‘s 
commissioned public art project Tilted Arc was removed from the Federal 
Building‘s plaza in New York for being a ―compounding insult‖ to government 
and its employees.
54
  The appointment of Ronald Reagan in 1980 brought about 
an era that tried to undo much of what Presidents Kennedy and Carter tried to 
accomplish. Reagan and his fellow social conservatives gave birth to the culture 
wars.  They did their best to end funding for the NEA and the National 
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).  Fortunately, Congress was 
unsuccessful.
55
  However, led by Senator Jesse Helms, they did manage to end 
public funding for individual artists, and ―adopt[ed] a pseudopopulist stance, 
which ironically purported to preserve public culture by exercising tighter control 
over it‖.56 
The late 1980‘s seemed to culminate in disaster, however.  The stock 
market crashed in 1987 and race riots were rampant from Florida to California.  In 
Los Angles in 1992 the national turmoil came to a boil.  The uprising that 
                                               
53
 Penny Balkin Bach, Public Art in Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 
1992), 174. 
54
 Tom Finkelpearl Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Press, 2001), 64. 
55
 Cher Krause Knight, Public Art: Theory, Practice and Populism (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2008), 19. 
56
 Ibid., 19. 
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occurred after four Los Angeles Police Department officers were acquitted of 
beating Rodney King killed fifty people and caused more than one million dollars 
in damages.
57
  In fact, historian Jon Teaford says that the segregation of life that 
began with Modernism, white flight, suburbia and the modern city never stopped.  
He argues, ―Americans opted for the dissolution of the city and with the aid of the 
automobile, created the dispersed and fragmented metropolitan world of the late 
twentieth century‖.58  Back in Philadelphia in 1984 the Museum‘s Department of 
Community Programs (formally DUO) was dissolved, and its former head, Penny 
Balkin Bach, had departed to head the Fairmount Park Art Association, and its 
other components, the Fleisher Art Memorial and the Thomas Eakins House, were 
subsumed as separate entities and tethered to the Museum through the Department 
of External Affairs.  Soon thereafter, in response to an epidemic of graffiti, and 
the determination of the new Mayor W. Wilson Goode, the city created the 
Philadelphia Anti-Graffiti Network (PAGN).  The Anti-Graffiti Network was 
launched as an arts program designed to redirect the efforts of cities young graffiti 
artists.
59
  It evolved into a mural program through the leadership if Jane Golden, a 
muralist, who had been inspired by the Mexican murals movement and the 
tenacious, populist position of LA‘s Judy Baca. 
The 1990‘s saw an increase in urban reinvestment.  Cities began to see the 
arts and cultural as a vehicle to economic development.  In 1993 the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey published the report The Arts as Industry: 
                                               
57
 Tom Finkelpearl Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Press, 2001), 36. 
58
 Ibid., 36. 
59 Penny Balkin Bach, Public Art in Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 
1992), 175. 
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Their Importance to the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Region.
60
  This 
report highlighted, for the first time the massive economic impact the arts had in 
the New York City area; it totaled 9.2 billion.
61
  The focus in the arts was 
officially shifted from qualitative values to the quantifiable: 
The Deputy Mayor of New York City took this report so seriously that he 
proposed deep cuts in the support that the city had been providing to the 
smaller community-based organizations, in order to increase support from 
the larger institutions.  After all, these were the largest tourist draws and 
the biggest employers.  If art is about economic development, why not 
pour more money into the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which draws 
three million people a year, and pull the plug on the small groups.‖62 
 
Cities began to invest in huge urban development projects to enhance their artistic 
draw.  A great example is Philadelphia‘s Avenue of the Arts, the founding of an 
arts corridor in Center City along Broad Street, an undertaking that cost upwards 
of $330 million. 
Currently, a new trend has emerged, Art-as-Urban-Development (AUD).  
Similar to early percent for art programs, AUD seeks to use the draw of 
community art to lure residents back into urban areas.
63
  ―Public art in the past 
had been used to inform and educate the public.  Now the public is being asked to 
inform and educate the public art process‖.64  After years of focusing on the 
economic impact of the arts in urban areas, the shift has been made back to 
focusing on how the arts effect the social fabric of our lives.  Malcolm Miles, 
author of Art, Space, and the City describes this well when he says: 
                                               
60
 Ibid., 38. 
61
 Ibid., 38. 
62
 Ibid., 38. 
63
 Ibid., 40. 
64
 Cher Krause Knight, Public Art: Theory, Practice and Populism (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
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Yet if a doctor describes his patients as ‗experts on their own health‘, 
perhaps dwellers are also experts on their city, and if so, their expertise 
begins in their awareness of the spaces around their bodies and the lattices 
of memory and appropriation they assemble as a personal reading of the 
city.  From this it follows that the role of the planner becomes that of 
enabler, assisting members of communities in acquiring the vocabulary of 
information added to the empowerment of community identity, to affect 
planning outcomes.
65
 
 
In the history of public art, a balance has been sought.  Can a place be 
found that both introduces new, innovative works of art and artists and 
simultaneously caters to the needs of the community, large or small?  If so, how 
does the work ultimately affect that community?  Can a mural or public sculpture 
influence the delicate network that holds a community together, can a work of art 
regenerate a city, can it help individuals negotiate their cultural identity, and can it 
improve one‘s quality of life?  The economic impact of the arts does not tell the 
whole story.  There are characteristics present in public works of art that reach far 
beyond the revenue they generate for a city or a neighborhood.   
Two organizations have helped to pave the way for public art in 
Philadelphia more than any others, the Association for Public Art (formally the 
Fairmount Park Art Association) and the City of Philadelphia Mural Arts 
Program.  Both organizations have helped to shape the city and its consumption of 
the arts and both have had overall success in Philadelphia for decades.  However, 
the Association for Public Art (aPA) and the Mural Arts Program (MAP) are 
unique entities who have a very specific ways of implementing their own 
particular brands of public works of art.  Despite having coexisted in the same 
city for thirty years, they do not collaborate or co-present works.  Although they 
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do not work in a silo in terms of their organizational practice, they do work 
separately from one another.   This study looks into aPA and MAP through the 
lens of two public art projects, Open Air and Philly Painting. 
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CHAPTER TWO - HISTORY OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC ART 
 
 
As previously noted, the Fairmount Park Art Association (FPAA) was created 
in 1872.  FPAA became the first non-profit arts organization in the nation 
dedicated to public art and city planning.  Its original mission was ―to increase the 
appreciation and love of art in our midst, to add to the number of its votaries, 
promote the refinements of life consequent and thereon, and encourage artists in 
the practice of their profession.‖66  
Throughout the late 19th Century, as was the custom of the time, FPAA 
acquired many reproductions of master works and placed them throughout the 
Fairmount Park.  However, in 1878 they announced that they would begin to 
commission new works by American artists with the institutional understanding 
that ―art cannot flourish unless supported by proper financial returns.‖67  In 1906 
FPAA amended its mission to also include ―promote[ing] and foster[ing] the 
beautiful in the City of Philadelphia, in its architecture.‖68   And in 1907 the they 
played the lead role in planning and implementing the Benjamin Franklin 
Parkway, a concept to connect the city with Fairmount Park that was first 
conceived of in 1871 and is still a landmark work of urban planning today.
69
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From the very beginning FPAA was moved by the history of the city, but also 
inspired by its future.  In 1922, on the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the 
FPAA its vice president, the Honorable James M. Beck expressed: 
You have a private art collection and it is your own.  You have lovely 
adornments for your house; they are your own….  But have you ever thought 
of the countless millions of children yet unborn, who in the hot days of 
summer will stand around the fountain in Logan Square and hear those 
splashing waters and feel their little souls refreshed by the psychological 
effect of falling water?
70
  
 
After the Philadelphia Museum of Art opened on the Benjamin Franklin 
Parkway in 1928 FPAA assumed its previous leadership role, serving as visionary 
and advocate of proper city planning and artistic integration, and immediately 
began to focus on the banks of the Schuylkill River, beyond the grandeur of the 
Parkway and directly behind the museum.  It was here that they conceived of an 
uninterrupted, manicured riverbank from Fort Mifflin all the way to Valley 
Forge.
71
 FPAA also played an important role in successfully advocating for the 
nation‘s first percent for art programs.72  
It was in the 1970‘s when FPAA altered the way it perceived of its planning 
and began focusing on community design processes and supporting projects in the 
inner city as opposed to Fairmount Park.  Augustus Baxter, executive director of 
the Architects‘ Workshop, a group of volunteer architects, students, city planners, 
and engineers who consulted on projects which could not afford to hire 
professional help, said that the city was in ―need (of) aesthetic ornamentation as 
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much as Fairmount Park ever will.‖73  FPAA began the program Form and 
Function to create proposals to generate new works of public art that would be 
site specific and functional with in the city of Philadelphia.   
In the early 1970‘s  FPAA began what would be a forty-year love affair with 
the idea of light as sculpture with the commission of a bid from architecture firm 
Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown.
74
  The project was titled Penn’s Light and was 
meant to mimic the Quaker Inner Light and speak to the roots of Pennsylvania 
and Philadelphia.
75
  It was to consist of 14 spotlights on Belmont Plateau in 
Fairmount Park to be viewed from the Parkway and City Hall.  Unfortunately, this 
project was never realized.  When the lights were tested, they did not have the 
intended impact; they were diluted by distance and the light pollution of the city.
76
   
FPAA looked to light as a medium and began a study to gauge the potential 
for creative urban lighting throughout Philadelphia.  The study took into account 
security, mobility and leisure time after dark.
77
  At the same time the Office of 
City Representative was exploring light as a means of ―establishing light as an 
artistic signature for the city‖ and again the firm Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown 
were commissioned to install a lighting mechanism for the Benjamin Franklin 
Bridge.
78
  The inspiration for such a bold proposal was the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art‘s DUO/DCP, under the leadership of Penny Balkin Bach, that the 
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Benjamin Franklin Bridge be painted a bright sky blue to be a daytime signature 
for the city. 
In 1996 FPAA received a grant from the William Penn Foundation to 
launch a new program called New-Land-Marks.
79
  New-Land-Marks was a public 
art, placemaking initiative to match ―artists‘ imagination, creativity, skill, and 
energy with the knowledge, experience, commitment, and enthusiasm of 
communities.‖80  ―[T]hese projects, designed to support both the artistic and 
community perspectives in neighborhood development, incorporate public art into 
ongoing revitalization efforts, public amenity improvements, urban greening 
initiatives, and other aesthetic and practical enhancements.‖81  The program is 
ongoing, but in 2001 FPAA released a publication about the program outlining 
tactics and developing strategies for implementing such complex, relational works 
of public art and did several public presentations on the program. 
In May of 2012, after over 140 years, the FPAA along with its board and 
members voted to change the name of the organization to the Association for 
Public Art (aPA).
82
   ―Association for Public Art defines the spirit and work of our 
organization distinguishes the Association from other local and national public art 
agencies. It is a decisive and timeless change that will hold its relevance as the 
organization and public art evolve over the next hundred years.‖83  Ultimately, the 
new name more accurately reflected the work that they do throughout the city of 
Philadelphia as no longer strictly focus on presenting works of art in the park 
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along.  Between September 2012 and October 2012 aPA presented Open Air, a 
concept rich with whispers of unrealized and realized projects of Philadelphia‘s 
past and fraught with inspiration and innovative spirit for Philadelphia‘s future.   
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CHAPTER THREE - OPEN AIR 
 
 
Open Air was a temporary, participatory public art project presented by 
the aPA on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway (the Parkway) taking place from 
September 20, 2012 to October 14, 2012 nightly between 8 pm and 11 pm.
84
  It 
was quickly deemed the ―largest crowd-sourced public art project ever seen in 
Philadelphia.‖85   
The aPA commissioned artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, an internationally 
renowned, award winning Mexican/Canadian artist born in Mexico City in 
1967,
86
 for the project which featured twenty four powerful search lights perched 
atop buildings lining the Parkway.  The brightness and motion of the searchlights 
were manipulated by public voice recordings and could at times be seen for up to 
10 miles.  Voice recordings were submitted by the public using a mobile iPhone 
application or via the Open Air website.
87
    
Two locations were set up on the Parkway during the project for 
participants to engage with.  A project Information Center was established at 
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Eakins Oval on the Parkway where the public was able to download the free 
project application, rent a device to record a message and enjoy the show in a 
seating area.  An information annex was also set up at Sister Cities Park located at 
Logan Square.
88
 
Additionally, aPA partnered with Philadelphia‘s public broadcaster 
WHYY to present ―Voices of Philly‖.  ―Voices of Philly‖ was a collection of 
voices representing Philadelphia‘s past and present.  Contributors included Marcel 
Duchamp, Sun Ra, Maurice Sendak, Patti LaBelle, M. Night Shyamalan, 
?uestlove, Tina Fey and many more.
89
   These recordings were played at the 
opening reception of the project and intermittently throughout the run of the 
exhibition.    
Although voice submissions could be made using the mobile application 
or the project website, priority was given to those that were submitted using the 
mobile application on site at the project location.  Using a Global Positioning 
System installed in the application, the searchlights were not only manipulated by 
the voice recordings, they also had the ability to locate the submitter at the 
exhibition site and coalesce over their very location.
90
  Lozano-Hemmer explains 
the project: 
Inspired by the city‘s rich tradition of democracy and respect for free speech, 
Open Air was at once a visible voicemail system, a rant line, a public stage 
and an archive of recordings from Philadelphia‘s past and present. The piece 
was the largest and brightest to date [my] searchlight installations. Despite its 
monumental size and its wide visibility, the project was not intended as a 
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cathartic pre-programmed spectacle like a fireworks display or a son-et-
lumi re show. On the contrary, the piece was designed to attract personal 
participation that created a sense of global connection, complicity and public 
agency.
91
 
 
Open Air was number 19 in a series that Lozano-Hemmer titled Relational 
Architecture.  In online interview with Daniele Mancini an architect, educator and 
blogger Lozano-Hemmer defines Relational Architecture as: 
The technological actualization of public space with ‗alien‘ memory. I 
prefer to say ‗alien‘ instead of ‗new‘, because the word does not have the 
pretension of originality and simply underlines the fact that the memory 
‗does not belong‘. The series consists of large-scale interventions that 
allow local or remote participants to transform buildings or urban 
landscapes through sensors, networks, robots and audiovisual 
technologies. The installations tend to be ephemeral although they could 
become permanent if a budget and context allow it.
92
 
 
Lozano-Hemmer goes on to say:  
I named the series ‗Relational Architecture‘ in large part because I wanted 
to avoid using the term ‗interactivity‘! This word has now become too 
vague, like ‗postmodern‘, ‗virtual‘, ‗deconstruction‘ or other terms that 
mean too many things and is exhausted. Duchamp said ‗Le regard fait le 
tableau‘ (the look makes the picture) and when we say that everything is 
interactive, the word is not that interesting anymore. Also interactive 
sounds too much like a top-down 1-bit trigger button -you push it and 
something happens- which is too predatorily and simple.  ‗Relational‘ on 
the other hand, has a more horizontal quality, it‘s more connective: events 
happen in fields of activity that may have resonances in several places in 
the network. The word ‗relational‘ takes you away from this discrete, 
personalized, individualized experience of interactivity, which I dislike.
93
 
 
Lozano-Hemmer earned his Bachelors of Science in Physical Chemistry 
from Concordia University in Montreal, Canada and is an associate professor at 
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Harvard University's School of Design.
94
  His work focuses on using 
technological advances in robotics, sound frequencies and surveillance
95
 to breed 
public participation thus activating urban dead zones
96
 or reenergizing historically 
weighted locations.
97
  The artist was interested in Philadelphia‘s history as the 
birthplace of democracy and wanted to reignite that sentiment in its citizens using 
the pillars that had evolved through his Relational Architecture studies. 
Open Air’s participatory and relational nature is at the core of the work.  
In an interview with aPA Lozano-Hemmer explains,  
Open Air is a project that depends on public participation for it to exist.  If 
no one speaks then there are no light and there is no show.  So for us it‘s 
important that people know that the project is crowd sourced.  That it is 
their content that ultimately drives the whole project.― 98   
 
In this case the artist is a facilitator.  He has created a platform for public 
participation and public dialogue.  It is the crowdsourcing that drives the 
performance, the artist is not creating the content – the pubic participants are.  
Another incredibly important and impactful aspect of the show is that the voice 
recordings are uncensored.  This seems to be a pillar of Lozano-Hemmer‘s work.  
He creates a platform for uncensored public conversation.   
The project itself was initially conceptualized in 2008; aPA was longing to 
work with an artist who was exploring new media.  In an interview conducted 
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with Laura Griffith, Associate Director of aPA she explained ―the idea was to 
work with an artist using the most current media approaches of our time‖.99  Later 
that year, the staff of aPA met with Lozano-Hemmer and began to explore 
working together.  In 2010 the artist visited Philadelphia to assess the landscape 
and begin to develop the project.  Simultaneously, aPA began to meet with 
potential partners and stakeholders in the city.
100
 
Searchlights were used for Open Air to transform their original meaning to 
be in service of the public rather than consumed by the public.  In the past 
―searchlights were used, for instance, to create spectacles of intimidation during 
World War II.  But now many of these technologies are more corporate.  They are 
used for the opening of a new shopping mall or light shows for all sorts of 
corporate events.‖101   
The Parkway was chosen by the artist because of its current and historical 
duality, it is centrally located and surrounded by some of the city‘s most highly 
acclaimed artistic and cultural institutions.  Yet, at the same time it is not a 
pedestrian corridor.  It is not a lively, bustling boulevard as was imagined by its 
founding advocates, which included the aPA.
102
  The artistic intention was for the 
space to be transformed into a place where the public could come together over 
something other than a shopping experience or concert.
103
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Open Air had four main project goals that were set by aPA.
104
   
 
Goal One Set High Artistic and Technical Standards for the Art of our 
Time 
Goal Two Create New Partnerships and Opportunities 
Goal Three Engage a Diverse Audience and Attract Visitors to the Parkway 
at Night 
Goal Four Establish and Broadcast a New Identity as the Association for 
Public Art While Bringing Worldwide Attention to the Project, 
aPA and Philadelphia 
 
Figure 1 – OPEN AIR PROJECT GOALS 
 
The technological and production needs of a project like Open Air were 
exceptionally complicated.  To start, both an iOS application and website was 
created for the exhibition.  Both collected voice recordings made by public project 
participants, and the application, which was used at the project site, additionally 
used a GPS to collect the users location.  Both technologies used the Internet, 
mainly a Wi-Fi network that was set up on the Parkway to connect to the Open 
Air Cloud, which fed the Open Air servers in a control room off site.
105
 
In the server control room, the voice recordings were collected and placed 
in order based on the location of the recorder.  Preference was given to recorders 
located on the Parkway using the iOS application during the hours of 8 pm and 11 
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pm when the exhibition was live.
106
  For those who recorded their messages using 
the website, their messages were rated by other users and placed in a cue.  Only 
those top rated website recordings were transmitted and only if there were no 
recordings available that had originated on the Parkway.
107
 
In order for the voice recordings to move the lights, the voice messages 
were analyzed by special software and transformed into frequency, volume and 
intonation.
108
  Along with the GPS information provided from participants using 
the application, this new information was transmitted to the searchlight software, 
which manipulated the searchlights intensity and motion.  The GPS information, 
when applicable, was used to locate the recorder on the Parkway and convene the 
lights on their location.
109
  Additionally, each voice recording is archived a on the 
Open Air website at: http://openairphilly.net/listen/archive.  
The aPA estimates that hard costs associated with the exhibition were 
roughly $900,000.  Laura Griffith, Associate Director at aPA noted in an 
interview that the organization received quite a bit of in-kind support and that the 
estimated budget does not include many of the events and collateral costs 
associated with Open Air.
110
  Financial support was provided in part by the 
inaugural round of Philadelphia Knight Arts Challenge Grants and the National 
Endowment for the Arts.
111
  Local partners include City of Philadelphia Parks & 
Recreation and Office of Arts, Culture and the Creative Economy, Audubon 
Pennsylvania, Greater Philadelphia Tourism Marketing Corporation (GPTMC), 
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Center City District, Parkway Council Foundation, Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
Rodin Museum, WHYY, Metro Philadelphia and many more.
112
  Open Air was 
presented in conjunction with the 2012 Philadelphia Live Arts Festival which ran 
from September 7, 2012 to September 22, 2012 and the 2012 DesignPhiladelphia 
Festival on display from October 10, 2012 to October 14, 2012.
113
  
The exhibition encountered several challenges throughout the process, 
mainly environmental and technological.  On the environmental front, there were 
numerous significant environmental issues that the artist and the aPA were forced 
to address in preparation of Open Air.   
One of the earliest concerns of the artists was electrical consumption.  The 
searchlights consumed a total of 240kW of energy over the course of the project.  
It is noted that although 240kW is not a drop in the bucket, the total consumption 
is less than that of a single football game.
114
  The artist also arranged that the 
generators that the searchlights ran off of were fueled by a combination of over 
50% renewable biodiesel and offset by a carbon credit organized by Nature 
Conservancy
115
, whose mission is to conserve the land and waters upon which all 
life depends.
116
  
Due to the fact that the artists frequently uses light in his work, he was 
also aware of the potential impact the searchlights would have on the cities dark 
skies, therefore light pollution was also an initial concern.  In an effort to 
minimize the impact of the searchlights on the night sky, Lozano-Hemmer 
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worked with technicians, surveyors, park board officials and civil engineers to 
insure that the lights avoided buildings, flight paths, or sensitive ecological 
areas.
117
  There was also assurance that the beams rays would diminish with 
distance therefore further minimizing the impact on the dark skies.
118
   
In an effort to onboard light pollution critics and to use this technology to 
promote stargazing and to marry art and science, the aPA partnered with The 
Franklin Institute and their chief astronomer Derrik Pitts to highlight stellar 
objects in the night sky.
119
  Pitts was enthusiastic to use the searchlights as a 
―teachable moment‖.120  He said ―To me [the searchlights] look like the laser 
pointers we all use at star parties to point out astronomical objects,‖ he continues 
―Why not use the lights for this purpose in the open air - a live planetarium show 
on the Parkway where lights are used to point out what can be seen, and illustrate 
how the wrong kind of lighting destroys our ability to see, share and enjoy the 
natural beauty of a light-pollution-free night sky?‖121  The event was well 
attended with over 400 participants.
122
  
However, the event and publicity did not pacify the critics.  The 
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) wrote a press release on August 27, 
2012 declaring: 
We hope that the Association for Public Art and artist Rafael Lozano-
Hemmer are aware of the numerous problems created by the frivolous use 
of artificial light at night. Improper artificial night lighting is a globally 
recognized problem. Bad lighting, which, sadly, is embodied by ‗Open 
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Air‘, affects far more than the ability to see the stars clearly. Bad lighting 
in all its forms is a waste of energy, natural resources, and money. 
Ecosystems are affected as navigation systems and other biological 
processes of nocturnal animals are disrupted. Artificial lighting affects the 
24-hour cycle regulating sleep patterns known as the circadian rhythm in 
wildlife and humans. For these reasons, many communities work to 
control unnecessary light and have outright banned the use searchlights 
such as those that will be used for the Open Air project.
123
  
 
David Elcher, the editor of Astronomy Magazine wrote  
Certainly this project seems oblivious to science, pretentious, one could 
argue silly, and possibly even meaningless. In a world that seems 
increasingly ignorant of science and the importance of knowledge, ever 
more turned on to mindless entertainment 24 hours a day, this project fits 
right in. It‘s a shame that artists like Lozano-Hammer, who apparently has 
a bachelor‘s degree in chemistry, are so clueless to the ill effects their 
projects create, even as we all wonder what exactly this accomplishes for 
civilization anyway.
124
  
 
The situation did not get simpler when NewsWorks reporter Peter Crimmins 
misquoted Franklin Institute Chief Astronomer Derrik Pitts in an article by saying 
―The Franklin Institute came to the artists‘ defense, says the added light is a drop 
in the bucket compared with normal urban light emission.‖125  There was a flurry 
of negative comments to the article online.  Dark-sky advocates were outraged 
and some even demanded that he retract the entire story despite the online 
apology made by Crimmins for the mis-quote.   
In response to the criticism around the dark skies Lozano-Hemmer said 
―For the record, I only advocate using searchlights if the project is short-lived, if it 
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takes place in an urban center where there is already substantial light pollution, if 
ample consultation is undertaken with wildlife experts and if it is associated to a 
festival, memorial or other public special event.‖126  He continues  
During a few weeks my piece will indeed illuminate Philadelphia‘s dark 
sky, —though a walk in the city at night will confirm that unfortunately 
there is no such thing—, but hopefully will give millions of people 
something beautiful to look at during the Live Arts and Design 
Philadelphia Festivals, connecting the city to people world-wide and 
activating neighborhoods that need more pedestrians at night for fostering 
community, safety and participation.‖127  
 
The last and seemingly most controversial environmental challenge was 
that of the international migratory superhighway, Atlantic Flyway.  The Atlantic 
Flyway spans the distance of the northern Atlantic coast to South America and 
supports over 500 species, totaling over one million individual birds.
128
  The US 
section of the Atlantic Flyway is home to several vital sanctuary areas important 
to the migratory experience; Fairmount Park in Philadelphia is one such 
sanctuary.
129
    
The concerns about the project interrupting the migratory path were 
initiated in June 2012 when the Pennsylvania Audubon learned about the 
impending exhibition.  Since half of the species that use Flyway migrate by night 
and 40% of the overall species are of conservation need, species that are 
endangered, threatened or of special need, there was a great concern for the well-
being of these birds.
130
  Sandy Bauers, staff writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer 
wrote an article about the concerns highlighting two major issues.  First, the dates 
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chosen for the show directly correlate with the migratory season.
131
  Second, 
―Birds use stars as navigational tools, and they are attracted to strong light, 
especially on cloudy nights when the starts are not visible.  Once in the beam, 
they become disoriented and do not leave it, flying in circles until they slam into 
something or drop from exhaustion.‖132    
In an effort to have the smallest impact possible, Lozano-Hemmer and 
aPA adjust the project to have a softer environmental footprint.  Seven steps were 
taken for the safety of the migrating birds.
133
  The artist incorporated recurrent 
―black-out‖ cycles where the searchlights would go dark thus allowing trapped 
birds to escape the beams of light.
134
  The beams never stop moving, if the 
devices themselves are momentarily stationary, the brightness of the beams 
themselves are fluctuating.  Which is thought to lessen the chances of birds 
becoming stuck in the beams to begin with.
135
  The beams are directed away from 
any structures or buildings that may be a collision danger for migrating birds.
136
  
They put a monitoring plan in place that employed ornithologists, technicians, 
Audubon volunteers, and multiple types of technology including a Doppler radar, 
binoculars, sound recorders and a master telephone line that could be called to 
halt the lights immediately.
137
  Lozano-Hemmer added a UV cut filter glass to 
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reduce the UV rays emitted from the lights, as birds respond to UV rays.
138
  
Lastly, Dr. J. Alan Clark, professor at the Department of Biological Sciences of 
Fordham University conducted an independent study using the searchlights to 
analyze the effect of light color filters on migrating birds.
139
  Results of the study 
should be published when all the data is analyzed.  
Technology was also a challenge for this project.  Opening night was 
fraught with complications.  First, the iOS application could not be downloaded 
through iTunes, and then the Open Air Wi-Fi failed and could not be accessed.  
As a result of these initial kinks the public was unable to interact with the 
exhibition, which seems to be quite problematic for a participatory performance 
project.  However, by the following day, these complications had been resolved 
and the interactive components were up and running.
140
    
Throughout the duration of Open Air there was an estimated 17,000 
people who visited the Benjamin Franklin Parkway for the exhibition and it was 
deemed the ―largest crowd-sourced public art project ever seen in 
Philadelphia.‖141  A survey conducted by aPA taken at the information center at 
Eakins Oval found that ―49 percent of the respondents were in the 18-29 age 
group, and 22 percent were over 50 years old.‖142   The statistics that were 
analyzed by aPA from http://openairphilly.net/ found that visits to the site nearly 
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exceeded 63,000.
143
  The visitors to the site were from ninety-two different 
countries around the world and the nearly 6,000 messages that were recorded 
included those from 20 languages, including Russian, Portuguese, Hebrew and 
Cantonese.
144
  The content of the voice recordings ranged drastically.  There were 
seemingly pointless conversations about everyday activities to political rants, 
marriage proposals, poems, songs and several emotional personal clips.
145
  A 
sample of the recordings:
146
 
October 12, 2012 
Melissa 
Advice, Discouraged, Labor 
―Philadelphia is a beautiful city, unless of course you‘re a social worker.  
Don‘t be a social worker.  Keep Philadelphia beautiful.‖ 
 
September 17, 2012 
Dan 
Dedication, Amorous, Love 
―Hey Rach, It‘s me Dan, I just wanted to say thanks for being such an 
amazing girlfriend, and I love you!‖ 
 
August 22, 2012 
?uestlove 
Anecdote 
―I know that my fathers plan for me was to be like a top session musician 
and I didn‘t even mention a word of the Roots to my father until probably 
1992.  We literally played on the streets of Philadelphia, had a shoebox 
out there.  Oh my god, if someone put a twenty out that was Donald 
Trump city.  All we wanted was date money.  All we wanted was to take 
our girl to the movie theater and go to McDonalds after, literally, I swear, 
that was all we wanted to do.‖ 
 
October 12, 2012 
Deborah, Art Sanctuary 
―This is a love that crowns the feet with hands that nourishes conceives 
fills the water sails mends the children folds them inside our history where 
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they toast more than the flesh where they suck the bones of the alphabet 
and spit out closed vowels this is a love colored with iron and lace this is a 
love initialed black genius this is not a small voice, you hear?‖ 
 
Lozano-Hemmer was pleased with the results ―I was delighted to see that 
Philadelphians made One Air into a platform for public self-expression‖ he went 
on ―Once more, we saw that when media is not censored or moderated, for the 
most part, people respond by sending thoughtful and inspiring content.‖147  
Executive Director of aPA Penny Balkin Bach said of the project: 
Open Air also reflected so well our changing ideas about public art and 
monumentality. For example, the nearby Washington Monument (1897) by 
Rudolf Siemering was created at a time when people had shared beliefs and 
values that were expressed in their public artworks. In today's diverse and 
often divided society, it's challenging for an artist to create — as Rafael did 
with Open Air — a new civic symbol and space to reveal and engage 
contemporary life. The advanced technology that made Open Air both 
massive and ephemeral also brought people together to enable their intimate 
and enjoyable experience of one another.
148
   
 
When reflecting on Open Air, the aPA is proud of its role in bringing the largest 
work of its kind into a city where public art innovation is in its very DNA.  As 
they look to the future, the aPA is seeking out ways to further push the boundaries 
of new media, temporary works of public art and city wide participatory 
engagement.
149
 
 Through careful evaluation they feel they reached their four main project 
goals.  By commissioning a world renowned artist who was working in new 
media that were able to set and achieve high artistic and technical standards that 
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were recognized around the world.
150
  By partnering with two Philadelphia based 
festivals, the GPTMC and various other media partners they achieved their goal 
of creating new partnerships and opportunities.
151
  Through different events, 
surveys, web statistics and by the very nature of the exhibition they surpassed 
their goal of engaging a diverse audience and attracting visitors to the Parkway.
152
  
As the organization re-branded and changed their name, they were able to use 
Open Air as a catalyst for their new identity as the Association for Public Art.
153
  
Showcasing the innovative project and organization on an international stage. 
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CHAPTER FOUR - HISTORY OF THE MURAL ARTS PROGRAM 
 
Both the Mural Arts Program (MAP) and the aPA have helped to shape this 
city and its residents.  Much like the Centennial in the late 19th Century helped to 
establish Philadelphia as a city rich with arts and culture at a time when it was 
struggling with its identity, a climate that ultimately celebrated artistic expression 
that seeped into our everyday rituals.  So too, have these two organizations helped 
to forge a path for Philadelphia.  For over a century FPAA has advocated for the 
elevation of the arts and its inclusion into the larger vision of city planning.  By 
comparison, for the first 20 plus years of its existence, MAP has looked largely to 
Philadelphia‘s forgotten corners to empower communities and individuals, to 
connect community leaders to city services, improve neighborhood identity and 
do it all through the vehicle of mural making.  These two organizations, MAP and 
aPA are both an integral part of Philadelphia‘s legacy.  They are very different 
entities with different missions, goals, objectives and strategies; however, they are 
both responsible for making valuable contributions to Philadelphia‘s tradition of 
public art.  
The MAP began in 1984.  It was conceived of by Philadelphia‘s first African 
American Mayor W. Wilson Goode in response to the city‘s increase in violence, 
racism, poverty, declining tax base and graffiti.
154
  Originally called the 
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Philadelphia Anti-Graffiti Network (PAGN), the program was directed by Tim 
Spencer, a community activist.  Spencer hired the then young muralist Jane 
Golden to run the artistic and educational aspects of the initiative.
155
   
Mayor Goode‘s plan was to incentivize graffiti artists by asking that those 
who signed a public pledge vowing not to vandalize any public property would be 
acquitted from any past wrongdoing related to graffiti.
156
  The graffiti artists who 
originally signed the pledge were assigned to Golden to assist in covering existing 
graffiti and eventually to paint murals to beautify communities and the program 
ultimately gave these young people the opportunity to earn a living using their 
artistic talents.
157
 
 
The early experiences of working within a community framework shaped 
what would become the vision of the PAGN ―earning trust, listening intently, and 
making good on promises.‖158  Golden describes their approach: 
Our small program within PAGN was part of a team approach aimed at 
revitalizing city services to communities that ranged from Mantua and 
Strawberry Mansion to North Central, South, and Southwest Philadelphia.  
We had the staunch support of a mayor who recognized that murals were the 
visible expression of his desire to turn things around in Philadelphia, both 
changing neighborhoods and engaging at-risk youth.  I was regularly surprised 
and honored to see Mayor Goode pull up in his car while driving through 
neighborhoods and get out and talk with us about our work.
159
 
 
In 1989 PAGN received its first non-government funding in the form of a 
$2000 grant.
160
  In an effort to expand the parameters of PAGN, Golden sought to 
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partner with an established, well known mural artist on a project in Philadelphia.  
Typically accustomed to commissions in the $40,000 range, artist Kent Twitchell 
agreed to the small stipend on one condition, that he be allowed to paint a ―wall 
sized mural of the 76ers‘ legendary Julius ―Dr. J‖ Erving in a suit.161  PAGN 
agreed and so was born the first mural in Philadelphia completed by a nationally 
renowned visual artist. 
In 1996, Tim Spencer, the founding director of PAGN passed away.  The 
entity was restructured and moved under the Department of Recreation.  Along 
with the reporting change, PAGN changed its name to Mural Arts Program 
(MAP) with a new non-profit arm called Mural Arts Advocates, which allowed 
the entity to fundraise outside of government funding.
162
 This became the city‘s 
first public/private partnership with Jane Golden leading the charge.
163
  After a 
lull of excitement and lack of political commitment in creating murals for 
community change in the early 1990‘s, this restructuring and the addition of the 
non-profit arm of the program enabled MAP to breathe new life into the program, 
in large part through new funding sources that were previously unavailable.
164
   
During the 2000‘s MAP shifted its operations to think programmatically 
instead of in terms of individual projects.  They began to work with the 
Department of Human Services to engage with the criminal justice system, 
particularly the juvenile justice system.  They were moved again within the 
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government structure to report to the Office of Social Services.
165
  When the 
Office of Arts Culture and Creative Economy (OACCE) was formed by Mayor 
Michael Nutter in 2009, MAP was officially connected to that office and 
continues to report under OACCE today.
166
   
Also in 2009, MAP commissioned its largest, most ambitious and innovative 
project to date.   A Love Letter for You was comprised of fifty murals along the 
Market corridor in West Philadelphia; all the murals are visible from Southeastern 
Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA) elevated train line Market Frankfort.
167
  
The project was of such a large scale that the logistical components were 
numerous.  MAP had to gain permission from multiple property owners and 
merchants and had to coordinate with SEPTA.  A project of this size had never 
been undertaken by MAP before and A Love Letter for You paved the way for 
MAP‘s next innovative project Philly Painting. 
According to MAP they have produced over 3,600 murals and their programs 
have annually served more than 1,800 youth citywide.
168
  MAPs mission is: 
We create art with others to transform places, individuals, communities 
and institutions. Through this work, we establish new standards of 
excellence in the practice of public and contemporary art. 
Our process empowers artists to be change agents, stimulates dialogue 
about critical issues, and builds bridges of connection and understanding. 
Our work is created in service of a larger movement that values equity, 
fairness and progress across all of society. 
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We create art with others to transform places, individuals, communities 
and institutions. Through this work, we establish new standards of 
excellence in the practice of public and contemporary art.
169
 
MAP also works by a signal golden rule ―When we create art with each other and 
for each other, the force of life can triumph‖.170 
 On December 1, 2012 MAP celebrated the completion of Philly Painting, 
a collaborative, participatory, multi-building mural project painted on three blocks 
of the Germantown Avenue corridor in Northeast Philadelphia.  The event was 
accompanied by a drill team and led by one of the lifts that had been used during 
the painting process.  It was a mural project that leapt between pubic art genres 
and community engagement initiative and stretched the boundaries and identity of 
an organization whose history was rooted in narrative mural painting.  Philly 
Painting was at the crossroads of urban planning, community engagement, 
contemporary abstract art, creative placemaking and mural making.  MAP 
harnessed their long history of utilizing the creative process to uplift quality of 
life to coalesce a neighborhood and present an innovative work of contemporary 
abstract art. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - PHILLY PAINTING 
 
 
Part mural, part contemporary public art piece, part economic 
development initiative and part creative placemaking effort, Philly Painting was a 
hybrid project developed by artists Jeroen Koolhaas and Dre Urhahn 
(Haas&Hahn) in response to the Philadelphia Commerce Department 
(Commerce), Council President Clarke who represents the 2500 – 2800 blocks of 
Germantown Avenue and MAP‘s desire to redevelop, reenergize, and reconnect 
with the Germantown Avenue economic corridor at Leigh Avenue in North 
Philadelphia.
171
  
MAP had been meeting with the Commerce since 2010 to discuss and 
explore the different ways that the two entities could work together in achieving 
their mutual goals.
172
  Meanwhile a study conducted by Econsult Corporation for 
the City of Philadelphia in 2009, Commercial Corridors: A Strategic Investment, 
Framework for Philadelphia found that two interventions had significant impact 
on corridor success:
173
 First was Business Improvement Districts, which improve 
the physical environment for businesses and second was Pennsylvania 
Horticultural Society land stabilizations, which convert trash-filled lots into green 
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spaces.
174
  They also found three additional interventions had positive correlations 
with corridor success; the City of Philadelphia‘s Business Security Improvements 
program, which reimburses business owners for security measures; Philadelphia 
Local Initiatives Support Corporation investments, which provide gap financing 
for housing and other development initiatives; and Mural Arts Program projects, 
which bring communities together to convert abandoned lots and blank walls into 
public works of art.
175
  
MAP was ecstatic to learn that there was a correlation between the deep 
and engaging work they had been doing for decades and the economic 
improvements and overall success of Philadelphia's economic corridors.  Caitlin 
Butler, Development Director at MAP agreed to speak to me and said that these 
findings were the fuel that fed the relationship with the Commerce and MAP‘s 
ultimate role in the reinvestment of Germantown Avenue.
176
 When the connection 
was made, it only made sense to MAP and Commerce that there be a mural 
component to the Commerce‘s new investment in the Germantown Avenue 
corridor in North Philadelphia.   
The first step of this massive reinvestment plan was for Commerce to 
contract with Interface Studio, a planning and urban design service company, to 
study the corridor and provide a plan for the Commerce.  Interface Studio studied 
the area and provided Commerce with demographics and important statistics and 
created a detailed plan for reinvestment in the corridor.  Interface Studio found 
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several remarkable areas of which would be the foci to the plan.
177
  They included 
that of the 5,500 residents around the immediate areas 60% of households lived 
below the poverty line.
178
 They found that the second highest use of land in the 
area was vacancies and at the heart of the corridor, 65% of upper floors were 
vacant and 24% of lower floors were vacant.
179
  And that 70% of the buildings 
were in need of at least some type of structural repair and many were in need of 
significant repair or needed to be salvaged.
180
  
All parties involved decided that the mural component would be phase one 
in a multi-phase investment plan, the remainder of the phases to be completed by 
the Commerce. The mural component would work to coalesce the community 
around an engagement project that would yield tangible results and give the 
planning fatigued neighborhood a much-needed boost in energy, togetherness and 
trust.
181
  Additionally, Philly Painting would act as a much needed beautification 
project for the corridor where Interface Studio found that ―concerns about the 
litter and the lack of cleanliness were the second most common issue raised by 
business owners‖.182  
The project had several long term and short term goals by which to guide 
the work along the way.
183
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Goal One To Bring Visual Coherence and Beauty 
to the Much Blighted, Historic Section 
of Germantown Avenue 
Goal Two To Create an Exceptional Work of 
Contemporary Art 
Goal Three To Build Connections and Increase 
Social Capital Within the Project 
Community 
Goal Four To Create Jobs for Local Residents 
Goal Five To Bring More Customers to Local 
Businesses 
Goal Six To Spur Other Investments in the 
Corridor 
Goal Seven To Give the Neighborhood a Unified 
Identity 
Goal Eight To Inspire Hope and Optimism 
Throughout the Community 
Goal Nine To Improve the public Image of 
Germantown Avenue by Generating 
Positive Attention for a neighborhood 
Often Highlighted for Negative 
Reasons 
Goal Ten To Repair the Relationship Between the 
City and Merchants Along the Avenue 
Goal Eleven To Reconnect the Neighborhood to 
City Services 
Goal Twelve To Establish Positive Relationships 
Among Business Owners and 
Merchants  
 
Figure 2 – SHORT TERM PHILLY PAINTING PROJECT GOALS 
Goal One Improved Quality of Life 
Goal Two Improved Local Business Viability 
Goal Three Increased Property Values 
Goal Four Increased Retail Sales 
Goal Five Long-Term Investments and Additional 
Resources Generated for the Corridor 
 
Figure 3 – LONG TERM PHILLY PAINTING PROJECT GOALS 
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Philly Painting grew through partnerships and relationships.  All involved 
saw it as a way to kick start positive change in a blighted community.  In many 
ways the finished mural is simply a byproduct of the process that MAP uses to 
engage with the community it is working with.  As seen from the short term and 
long term goals, the important components to Philly Painting were beautification 
and artistic innovation but just as important were job creation, creating a sense of 
community pride, spurring investment and inspiring hope.
184
   
When MAP was given the green light from partners, they began to look at 
the designated corridor and think about the space from an artistic perspective.  
What would work in this context?  There came a time when MAP said to itself 
―it‘s time for us to step forward a little bit and think about if there‘s another way 
to be doing this‖.185  In the past, the work of MAP had been 100% responsive to 
community needs and therefore the work of the organization had been 
predominantly narrative.  Since this project was going to span several buildings 
and even several blocks they began to explore alternative styles, techniques and 
models, they looked into many artists, locally, nationally and internationally to fit 
the unique project.
186
   
MAP was aware of the work of Haas&Hahn through their own networks 
and like many people, Philadelphia's Chief Cultural Officer at the time, Gary 
Steuer, specifically reached out to MAP Executive Director Jane Golden to 
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highlight the artist‘s work.187  Haas&Hahn‘s artistic process was very much in 
line with that of MAPs.  In 2005 the artists began working together under the 
assumption that slums, projects, and favelas around the world were perceived 
very differently by the outside than by those who resided in those communities.
188
  
The media portrayed these places as other, as dangerous places not to visit and as 
outside the scope of normal.  The artists saw the residents of these places as folks 
who were living rich and meaningful lives full of joy, hope and inspiration. Yes, 
there were often hardships that made life difficult, but it was the perseverance of 
the residents that resonated with the artists and the fact that despite their difficult 
situation, such as gang or drug violence, these residents continued to live with 
such vigor and that resonated with the artists.
189
  They sought to change the 
outside perspective of these communities the only way they knew how, through 
visually transforming the spaces with color and design.
190
 They had been working 
in the favelas of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil on transforming entire neighborhoods in 
collaboration with its community members. 
Their work is ultimately depended on the collaboration of neighbors and 
communities.  They employ community residents to work on the very projects 
that uplift their neighborhoods.  In a documentary made about the artists 
Challenge the Obvious: episode one a day in the life of Haas&Hahn one of the 
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residents of a favela in Rio where the artists worked said about the artist‘s work 
with his community   
you showed me another side of life.  I already had two brothers involved 
in crime.  One of them died at 18.  The other one went to jail at 19.  He 
was in there for four years.  You showed me that there‘s more than 
violence in this community.  That something good can happen and you 
brought that into my life.‖191   
 
Haas&Hahn‘s practice includes living in the community they are working 
in.  It is part of the way they connect with that community.  They live and breathe 
the sights, sounds, smells, culture, celebrations and struggles of that community.  
They connect with its residents and their way of life.  The holistic process drives 
the design and aesthetics of the project.  For example, Haas&Hahn spent the six 
months prior to the start of Philly Painting living in the Germantown Avenue 
neighborhood, getting to know its residents, soaking in the aesthetics, listening, 
looking and learning about this particular community.
192
  That time drove the 
color palette, design and process of the project.
193
 
These were the processes and credentials that most impressed MAP about 
the artists.  Another exciting component was the fact that the artistic product was 
abstract contemporary art, innovative and compelling.  It was new to MAP and 
new to Philadelphia.  As MAP‘s Director put it during the artists initial visit to 
Philadelphia: 
We drove around and looked at Philadelphia through the lens of things 
that they are driven by.  They‘re not just looking at surface; they‘re 
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looking at substance - they‘re looking at issues that drive and make a city, 
and they‘re looking at the issues and problems that cities grapple with - 
not just here in the United States, but around the world.
194
 
 
At the conclusion of the artists visit, the staff at MAP was convinced that these 
two were the perfect fit for the project.
195
   The combination of their artistic 
aesthetic with their integrated community approach would have a dual effect.  It 
would do the work the Commerce envisioned by coalescing the community 
around a tangible beautification project but it would also bring a large scale work 
of abstract contemporary art to a city whose mural experience was rooted in 
narrative designs. 
In partnership with MAP the Village of Arts and Humanities (the Village), 
located on Germantown Avenue blocks away from where Philly Painting would 
take place, created an artists‘ residency for Haas&Hahn.  As part of the 
partnership with MAP and the artist residency, the Village made a row home 
available for rent to MAP for the artists to live in for the duration of the project.
196
  
In September of 2011 the artists moved into the neighborhood.  They proceeded 
to spend the next six months listening, learning, observing, and connecting with 
residents of the community and with the visual environment.
197
  This time 
allowed them to develop meaningful relationships with community members, 
create an aesthetic for the project and hire a team of painters from the 
neighborhood to work on the project.  Judie Gilmore, who wrote a case study 
about Philly Painting for MAP explains it: 
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As they were embedding themselves within the neighborhood and 
establishing their street ―cred,‖ the artists were also busy capturing 
important images of the neighborhood, both figurative and literal. Using 
these as inspiration, they began to develop a color palette for the design 
based on patterns of recurring primary and secondary hues that reflected 
the neighborhood and Philadelphia‘s quintessentially rich and complex 
character. Ultimately, they settled on a palette of 35 ―native‖ color 
combinations, consisting of a lot of reds, bricks, and burgundies, with 
contrasting highlight colors they found often repeated on cornices, 
mailboxes, and signage—attempting to arrive at the ―feel‖ of North Philly 
through color.
198
  
 
Once the palette was established they started the hard work of creating the 
design.  They worked with each individual, storeowner and merchant to design a 
pattern that would work for their particular taste and current aesthetic.  It was 
painstaking work.  Getting individuals on board in such a way was considerably 
more challenging than they anticipated due to the different aesthetic tastes of shop 
owners and merchants and ultimately the design became a woven patchwork of 
color and line.
199
  However, this arduous process created a strong sense of 
ownership among the stakeholders.  The design became individual profiles that 
were interconnected to the body of work as a whole.  A strong sense of pride grew 
from stakeholders as a result.
200
  
Part of the design and engagement was also to open a storefront on 
Germantown Avenue, which opened in June 2012.
201
  This acted as the hub for all 
project participants and for the community as a whole.  The doors were always 
open at the studio, community members and crewmembers mingled and talked 
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about the project.  The openness that was created with the storefront was 
mimicked in the project itself and became an underlying theme for all involved.
202
   
MAP hired twenty-one people to work on the crew of Philly Painting.  
MAP worked with the Village to make connections in the neighborhood with 
individuals who we're looking for employment.
203
  Employees were paid between 
$12 and $25 per hour dependent on their past experience.
204
  MAP documented 
that these 21 employees worked a total of 9,200 hours equaling $130,000 in 
wages that flowed back into this community.  The wages were nearly one quarter 
of the entire project budget.
205
 
After the crew was hired, they had to quickly get to work on preparing the 
buildings to be painted.  A larger task they originally expected was repairing the 
buildings, which had to be done prior to prepping to paint.  Many of the buildings 
we're in need of several unexpected repairs and some were even beyond repair 
were dangerous and had to be avoided.
206
 
Philly Painting ultimately cost more than $550,000.
207
  Support came from the 
Philadelphia Commerce Department, PTS Foundation, the John S. and James L. 
Knight Foundation and the Bank of America Foundation.
208
  The largest expense 
was labor at 45% of the budget and the second largest expense was for equipment 
and supplies, primarily paint, lifts and scaffolding at 20% of total expenses.
209
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MAP overcame many challenges throughout the life of the project.  It was a 
new way to think about murals for the organization and for the community.  
Challenges were inherent in the process.  There were lessons learned as well as 
hurdles to overcome along the way.  As has already been discussed, it was 
certainly challenging to collaborate with such a large group of stakeholders.  
From the property owners, to merchants and the community members there were 
certainly roadblocks along the way.  Several of the property owners were not local 
and it took a significant amount of time to find and contact each owner and obtain 
approval to work on their property.
210
  Additionally, most of the buildings were in 
need of repair.  Some buildings in the core area of the project could not be painted 
at all because they were in such disrepair and permission could not be granted to 
work on them.
211
 
Another challenge was the hiring and training of a majority local crew.  The 
artists were not expecting to have to provide employees with basic job training 
skills such as arriving at work on time and being respectful to one another and the 
team leaders.
212
  The artists said in a documentary made about the project ―you 
also just have to handle people that might have never worked before.  You have to 
open up and be able to get criticism without it resulting in a fight.‖213  It took 
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projects managers a few months to find the right mix of local and experienced 
workers that were able to work together on such large scale detailed painting.
214
  
MAP also experienced challenges in the public realm, captured most publicly 
in a written column by Architecture Critic at the Philadelphia Inquirer, Inga 
Saffron.  Saffron states ―it's naive to think that painting over this depopulated 
blightscape can do anything more than mask the avenue's failure. It's a feel-good 
strategy being passed off as an economic development one‖215  She goes on to say 
―It's not impossible to resuscitate a dying shopping street, but there are proven 
strategies, best articulated by the National Trust's Main Street Program - and none 
of them involve murals. No shopping street is revived without a strong corridor 
manager and a strategic plan. Germantown Avenue has neither.‖216  She was 
clearly arguing that the strategy put together by Commerce, MAP and others was 
not the right path for this particular situation and closes her article by saying 
―Murals have been used as a cheap crowd-pleaser for years. Maybe it's time for 
city officials to acknowledge that it's just not possible to paint your way out of 
blight.‖217  In response to Saffron‘s harsh statements Jane Golden started with ―I 
have to respectfully disagree with Inga Saffron‘s comments‖.218  Golden draws on 
her competitive spirit to show readers that Philly Painting was not about placing a 
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bandaid on a gaping wound, but part of a comprehensive, community process that 
could be a gateway for great progress on the Germantown corridor.  She goes on 
to say: 
Over the years I have seen firsthand and, frequently, how art, shared by 
the community, and co-created with artists who invest time, compassion and 
creativity, can stop decline and alter the way a neighborhood sees itself. My 
anecdotal experience was confirmed by a 2009 E-Consult study 
commissioned by LISC & funded by William Penn Foundation that studied 
the city's investments on commercial corridors. They found that mural 
projects were one of the top five investments a city can make on a commercial 
corridor—with attendant increases in both property values and retail sales.219 
 
Golden‘s response is passionate and aggressive and show she will fight for what 
she and MAP believe in.   
The most unexpected challenge that MAP faced was the management of the 
end of the project.  They had created so much momentum in the community 
around Philly Painting.  The neighborhood was excited, people were employed 
and phase one of a multi-phase planning project was complete.  When I spoke to 
Caitlin Butler she said that it was a difficult and unexpected outcome ―we thought 
that the project would segue directly into the second phase and I‘m not sure where 
that process stands.  It seems to have been delayed in some way.‖220  The second 
phase of the project an economic development plan to be executed by Commerce.  
She goes on to say, ―It was supposed to be one small piece of something much 
larger.  I don‘t know if phase two has really happened yet.  If it has been started 
it‘s been slow, which is often how these processes work.‖221  MAP also tried to 
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secure funding to continue painting on Germantown Avenue and possibly down 
Lehigh Avenue as well.  Unfortunately, they were unable to secure those funds.
222
  
Butler noted that at least one crewmember who they hired on Philly Painting is 
still a part of the MAP painting crew.  They also made a career counselor 
available to project employees to assist them in finding future employment.
223
   
Lastly, an ongoing concern for MAP is the maintenance of Philly Painting, 
which was not included in the project budget.  A large scale work of this nature 
will surely require extensive maintenance efforts however the organization has a 
very modest pot of funds dedicated to such efforts.  MAP will donate all the 
proceeds of the project book Philly Painting to maintenance efforts, but this 
revenue stream is being split with the artists.
224
  Gilmore says that ―[Philly 
Painting] will no doubt be part of a discussion Mural Arts is having as it is 
creating its first ever large-scale restoration strategy this year, a plan that will both 
inform how the organization cares for its extant collection, but also how it 
commits to future projects and their maintenance needs.‖225  
The project was able to meet several of its short term goals.  Philly Painting 
beautified the Germantown Avenue corridor by introducing a piece of 
contemporary abstract art into the community.  They created jobs for local 
residents and brought tour groups to the project that totaled 300 attendees.
226
  The 
media attention around the project was largely positive shedding a positive light 
on a community that is often recognized negatively.  City officials noticed an 
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increase in demand for city services from the neighborhood after the project 
ended and community members and merchants have made connections with each 
other in new ways through the projects 180 hours of partner meetings and special 
events.
227
  Another unexpected and exciting outcome was the creation of the first 
Business Association on the Avenue.
228
 Although MAP has not been able to 
evaluate the long term project goals, they view the project as a success and a 
gateway for future public art and engagement innovations.  They have also 
created a model from this project that they are able to share internationally.   
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CHAPTER SIX – CONCLUSION 
 
 
Two unique organizations with long and contrasting histories in 
Philadelphia presenting works of public art that are so different in terms of 
aesthetics and intent, yet remarkably similar in terms of context and content.  
Through the lens of Open Air and Philly Painting we are able to view into the 
hearts of these two organizations to see where they come from, to see what they 
are made of, to see their guts.  We are able to see how their historical practices 
have lead them to their present on two very different paths.  Yet, the works that 
they present have several stunning similarities.  The Merriam Webster dictionary 
defines intent as purpose or design.
229
  In the case of these two projects, intent 
helps to describe the motivating factors behind each work.  The intention of each 
organization in presenting these projects closely aligns with their very particular 
historical actions and culture. 
The aPA‘s Open Air was meant to be a representation of the newest media 
available in the field of public art.  The organizations intent was to showcase a 
groundbreaking, large scale, innovative and audacious work focused on the 
newest media that would coincide with their rebranding and put Philadelphia and 
aPA on the international stage mimicking their historical actions.  For example, 
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when the Philadelphia Museum of Art (PMA) opened in 1928 and the then FPAA 
advocated for an expansion of the Fairmount Park immediately overlooking the 
PMA.  They thought to look above and beyond the opening of an acclaimed art 
museum to explore how Philadelphia could do more, be more, reactivate the 
riverbank, be audacious, innovate and put itself on the international stage.  Or for 
instance, the Sculpture Internationals that FPAA presented in the mid-20
th
 
Century that brought Philadelphia into the international spotlight with 
acclamations of being a mecca of arts and culture.  Another example is the aPA‘s 
advocating for the nation‘s first ever percent for art program, an ordinance that 
quickly gained national momentum.  Or, perhaps when they commissioned 
Penn’s Light to consist of 14 spotlights and be perched on Belmont Plateau in 
Fairmount Park to be viewed from the Parkway and City Hall, another project, 
although never realized, to be of audacious scale and proportion that had not been 
seen by Philadelphia.  Time and time again, the intent of aPA has been the same, 
it is ingrained in the spirit of the organization just as the work they have done over 
the past 140 years is ingrained in the city of Philadelphia.  At the same time while 
a temporary work of contemporary art, Open Air’s foundation is rooted in time-
honored pillars of democracy and the American spirit, which are representative of 
Philadelphia, its history and culture. They work in the traditional field of public 
art and they have been consistently over the decades, striving to be a leader in that 
field and that is what motivates the aPA. 
Coexisting in Philadelphia‘s DNA is Mural Arts whose intent for Philly 
Painting was incredibly dissimilar from that of Open Air.  Philly Painting was 
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born out of the necessity to engage and coalesce a community around a social 
issue, to uplift a blighted neighborhood and reenergize residents.  Beautification 
was certainly a component of the project, as was presenting a contemporary work 
of art, but when considering intent; the real starting point was engagement, 
community pride and reinvestment.  As proven in their history, MAP has always 
rallied around social causes.  Their main source of inspiration has always focused 
on the communities where they work which is why the resulting murals or 
products have always been primarily narrative.  Take for instance, in the 2000‘s 
when MAP altered their focus from a project based approach to a programmatic 
based approach with their focus being on some of the least represented voices in 
Philadelphia, those in the criminal and juvenile justice system.  Proof that their 
intentions and motivations lie in rallying around issues related to social capital 
and although driven to be innovators in the field of mural making, they 
understand and embrace the fact that process can be as important if not more 
important than product and that the work they do is at the intersection of political, 
economic and social realities.  As seen very clearly in the goals for Philly 
Painting, MAP‘s intentions were to employ residents of the community, to build 
connections and increase social capital, to bring more customers and merchants to 
the corridor, to spur other investments and to inspire hope and optimism, territory 
that they have carved out much on their own.  The aPA has roots and intentions 
based in urban planning where MAP has roots and intentions based in social 
capital.  Both working in the realm of public art, but coming to the field from very 
different perspectives.    
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Context is defined as the situation by which something occurs.
230
  Context 
seeks to explain how.  In the case of Open Air and Philly Painting components of 
context are remarkably similar.  Open Air was an internal, closed commission 
process whereby aPA had clearly defined their intentions and sought out the 
collaboration of an artist they believed could realize their vision.  Working with 
that artist over the course of several years, they harnessed new and established 
partnerships to execute a complicated and original project plan.  Sound familiar?  
Philly Painting came about realizing their project in a manner that very much 
resembles that of Open Air.  Through pre-established partnerships, MAP defined 
an issue by which they could play a part in addressing.  They worked on 
clarifying their intentions and sought a pair of artists whose process very closely 
aligned with their own and in whom they felt confident would see their project to 
fruition.  With the exception of planning timelines, MAP works significantly 
more quickly than aPA, the two have similar ways by which they realize their 
projects.   
Additionally, both projects are in one way or another, temporary.  aPA, 
while not setting out to create a temporary work of art (their intentions were to 
create a work using the newest media), the media ultimately dictated the 
temporality.  As Laura Griffith mentioned in our interview, it would be resource 
prohibitive to extend the project on a permanent basis.  Open Air is still a work in 
progress as aPA explores ways by which they evaluate the impact of the work. 
MAP‘s work is inherently temporary in most cases as they find resources and 
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strategies for permanence in terms of both conservation and relationships.  As 
mentioned in Chapter 5, MAP has struggled with maintenance strategy, which 
was not written in to the original goals or budget for Philly Painting. 
One dissimilarity between the Open Air and Philly Painting and even 
more generally, between aPA and MAP, is the way in which each organization 
dealt with the criticism that came along with each project.  When aPA was 
challenged by public commentary around issues of environmental harm they 
responded with dialogue, accommodation and reconciliation.  For example, aPA 
and Lozano-Hemmer took several deliberate steps to alter the logistics of the 
project to make a smaller environmental footprint when they were openly 
criticized by environmentalists, including adding a kill switch controlled by the 
Audubon that would turn the lights off completely if they felt any migrating birds 
were at risk.  MAP on the contrary, was challenged broadly for doing something 
that pretended to solve problems with the project Philly Painting.  When Inga 
Saffron openly criticized MAP for attempting to use paint to cover deep rooted 
economic issues MAP Executive Director Jane Golden responded by vehemently 
defending the work of Philly Painting and of MAP.  While negotiation, 
reconciliation and concessions were very much part of the co-creation process, 
with residents, funders and city agencies, Jane Golden and Mural Arts responded 
to public criticism with indignation and the spirit of a litigator, a role that Golden 
has often acknowledged a fondness for.   
Another notable dissimilarity about the two projects is the media itself.  
While Open Air demonstrated the newest technology in the field of public art, 
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Philly Painting is a reflection of a time honored practice of muralism.  Open Air 
was a complicated project that involved several technological developments 
including a mobile application, powerful voice activated spotlights, project 
website and a Global Positioning System.  The artists‘ background and interests 
are in using technological advances in robotics, sound frequencies and 
surveillance and the project itself was massive, encompassing multiple public 
gathering areas, spotlights visible for up to ten miles and occupied a central 
location in a large urban city.  On the contrary, Philly Painting is a low tech mural 
project that is comprised of several city blocks in North East Philadelphia.  
Materials included traditional mural media such as paint, scaffolding and 
electronic lifts.  The artists focus is on changing the outside perspective of 
underprivileged communities through visually transforming neighborhoods 
through design and color, which has manifested itself through muralism.  Philly 
Painting is considered massive when considered in comparison with traditional 
murals; however it does not reach the scale of Open Air.   
Content is another component altogether.  Content is described as meaning 
or significance.
231
  It is with content that we look to the work itself to dissect its 
meaning.  What is the project, what is the makeup of the work?  Open Air was a 
work that was facilitated by the artist and yet created by the public who 
participated in the piece.  The artist set the stage, did the complicated work of 
making the process functional, but the content was created by the public without 
their participation there would be no Open Air.  The motion of the spotlights, the 
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audio and visual effects of the work, the content itself was created solely by the 
participants.  The same was true for Philly Painting in that the artists worked with 
each unique stakeholder to create the design which would later be painted on the 
city blocks.  Without the public participants there would be no final product.  The 
community, the stakeholders created the design that the artists implemented.  The 
result in both cases was a massive participatory contemporary art project, 
produced by the public stakeholders who cared to be involved and at the cutting 
edge of their respective public art fields, traditional public art and muralism.  The 
end result of these projects look incredibly different from an aesthetic perspective, 
but when analyzed, they have remarkably similar components.   
It is incredible that two organizations that come from such different places 
of inspiration and come to the table with such unique intentions could create 
works that are so similar in context and content.  Proof that there are several ways 
of successfully producing innovative, contemporary and audacious works of 
public art.  Proof that there is room for such approaches in a city that has a strong 
tradition in public art and proof that all genres of public art, whether they be 
traditional, creative placemaking, mural making social practice public art, etc. 
share a strong tie to engaging the public in a participatory experience that give 
those stakeholders a sense of belonging to something greater, a sense of place and 
a strong feeling of civic pride. 
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